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BOOK REVIEWS

CARBONATES: MINERALOGY AND CHEMIS-
?"RI, edited by Richard J. Reeder. Volume 11,
Reviews inM,ineralogy; series editor, Paul H. Ribbe.
Mineralogical Society of America, 394 pages, soft
cover. US$13, 2090 discount to M.S.A. members.

This book.represents the eleventh in the impor,
tant series on.mineralogy and mineral chemistry pub-
lished by tle Mineralogical Society of America.
Partly due to ftsir importance in sedimentology, and
partly due to a relative lack of high P-T data, this
book emphasizes aspects of low-temperature car-
bonates.

The crystal chemistry and phase relations of the
comrnon rhombohedral and orthorhombic carbo-
nats and CaCO3 polymorphs are described by R.J.
Reeder, J.R. Goldsmith, J.A. Speer and W.D. Carl-
son, in four well-documented (tabulax and graphic)
chapters. The data include precise review material
as well as the more recent crystallographic refine-
rnents; in this respect alone, the text can serve as a
valuable handbook.

Of more general interest to sertimentary carbonate
petrologists are the chapters on Mg-calcite, CaCO,
dissolution and precipitation kinetics, and trace
element-isotope geochemistry in carbonates by F.T.
Mackenzie (and others), J.W. Morse and J. Veizer,
respectively. Each of these are timely and largely up-
to-date reviews.

INTERNATIONAL TABLES FOR CRYS-
TALLOGRAPHY. Volume A. Space-Group Sym-
metry diteA by Theo. Hahn (1983). Published for
the International Union of Crystallography by D.
Reidel Publishing Company, Dordrecht, Holland'
and Boston, U.S.A. 854 pages. Price: US$165 (in-
stitutional), US$90 (individual).

This is the first ofthe new series of Internotionql
Tables, the successor to Internationale Tabellen ntr
Bestimmung von Kristallstrukturen [throughout
referred fo as IT(35)l and International Tables for
X-Ray Crystailoeruphy [abbreviated to IT(52)]. Wirh
a larger page format than IT(52) and a 5090 increase
in the number of pages, the book is big, very big;
the first funpression the reader gets of this book is
the almost overpowering wealth of information it
contains. One is tempted, at first sight, to add, men-
tally, the jocular subtitle "Everything you wanted
to know about a space group - and previously had
to work out from first principles." Just as the full
title of Internqtional Tables was sfuanged in going
from IT(35) to IT(52), so it is changed again: the
qualifier "X-Ray" is now dropped, probably reflect-
ing the wider scope of crystallography, away from

E.J. Essene presents the uses and limitations of
solid solutions in metamorphic carbonates as geo-

, logical thermometers and barometers. The last chap-
ter, by H.-R. Wenk (and others), is perhaps the best
description and evaluation available to date of
microstructures in carbonate minerals as determined
by various S.E.M. and T.E.M. techniques.

Each of the nine chapters is well written and or-
ganized, with very little overlap. The references are
lumped together at the end of the book, and this,
together with their small print and "vertical" direc-
tion, makes their use somewhat unwieldy. Although
we are now accustomed to typewriter-style printing
of texts, certain of the diagrams and relevant cap-
tions have been reduced to bifocal range. The book
lacks at least a brief chapter on igneous-type car-
bonates and a summary of tle large amount of fluid-
inclusion data published over the past 15 to 20 years.
However, notwithstanding these few limitations,
it is a long-awaited and important contribution and,
I feel, a must for those of us involved in some aspect
of carbonate research.

Ronald Bogoch
Department of Geology

Concordia University

diffraction and structure determination. The num-
bering is also changed, thiq being Volume A, the suc-
CeSSOT tO \,rglrrmg I.

The book is divided logically into two parts: Part
I contains a fairly detailed introduction, a descrip-
tion of the contents of the space-group tables, de-
tails of all symbols used in the Tables, as well as
chapters on spac€-group determination. There fol-
low over six hundred pages of space-group tables.
Part II comprises an entirely new concept, new in
that neither IT(35) nor IT(52) treated space-group
tables as anything more than a tabulation, albeit a
very systematic and useful tabulation. The present
volume gives a theoretical introduction to space-
group syrnmetry (Ch. 8), covers crystal lattices (Ch.
9), point groups and crystal classes with names of
morphological forms (Ch. l0), syrnmetry operations
(Ch. I l) and tables of comparison of space-group
symbols lSchoenflies, Shubnikov, IT(35) short and
full, and pre$ent edition, short and fulll, (Ch. l2).
The last two chapters in this section cover isomorphic
subgroups of the space groups, and lattice
complexes.

So much for first impressions. On reading through
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the book and coming across new material not previ-
ously included in IT(52), I was often asking myself:
"Why here?". Maybe this is a matter of personal
philosophy as to what is the purpose of space-group
iables: my own has always been that this is a work-
bench tabulation, that should be no further than two
paces away from a precession camera and a viewing
icreen. The number of copies of IT(52) that I have
had in my hands, where spines were missing and
pages loose, bear witness to the fact that others have
shared my philosophy, and that these were indeed
work-bench books. IT(83) has been written with a
totally different philosophy in mind. How much of
Part II of this volume will ever be read by structural
crystallographers is a matter of conjecture. Whereas
no one can deny that the bringing together of the
majority of the contents of Part II is a very wofihy
undertaking, one is tempted to ask whether Volume
A is the place for this. If one is a theoretical crystal-
lographer, an exponent of group theory, perhaps the
answer is "Yes"; for me, the answer is "No" - a
matter of philosophy! Maybe Volume A should have
been split into two separate parts; both would have
been more manageable from the point of view of
handiness, size and weight.

A detailed examination reveals the reasons for the
vast increase in page area: each space group is now
described on a minimum of two pages, with the dia-
gram and a new paragraph listing the symmetry oper-
ations (which generate the equivalent sites of the
Wyckoff general position) on the left page and the
sites themselves on the right page, facing the dia-
gram. Surely this is a retrograde step, relative to
IT(52) where diagram and- posiiions appeared
next to each other. This feature.and the now
larger page format (larger than 8Vz x ll") mean
that it is not {ls convenient to photocopy a page with
the space-group diagram and equivalent sites for use
in a laboratory workbook. Much more information
is provided about each space gxoup than was present
in IT(52): details of maximal subgroups and minimal
supergroups are provided. One basic asymmetric unit
is defined for each space group. This is a useful item
for anyone who has calculated an electron-density
map, only to find with some chagrin that the wrong
portion of the cell had been chosen as the asymmet-
ric unit. However, in view of the space wasted
beneath most space-group diagrams, it is a pity that
only one such unit was defined. The Patterson sym-
metry is now glven for each space group - a welcome
addition. The data for each space group are now
much more extensive: new diagrams are included for
triclinic, monoclinic and orthorhombic groups, with
possible origin and cell choices described, where ap-
plicable. An important feature that was dropped in
going from IT(35) to IT(52) has now returned: cu-
bic space-group diagrams, in a form completely re-
vised from the IT(35) edition, and based upon those
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in IT(52), p. 2l

it Buerger's Elementary Crystollography ate now in'
cluded, and very welcome they are' too.

The book is explicit as to which conventions are
folowed in the text with respect to classification into
crystal systems, and in general, the classification that
was introduced in IT(52) is still followed: the space
groups of the hexagonal crystal "family" (???' a new
word for an old concept) are now grouped into two
"crystal systems". All space groups belonging to
point groups 3,3 , 32, 3m andSm fotm the trigonal
crystal system, whereas those of the seven point
groups 6,6, 6/ m, 622, 6mm,62m ar,.d 6/ mmm form
the hexogonol crystal system. The seven rhombo-
hedral space groups (symbol R) along with those that
have a hexagonal lattice (symbol P) are thus includ-
ed in the trigonal crystal system, as they were in
IT(52). The retention of this classification is a se-
vere disappointment to many mineralogists who
favor a hexogonal/rhombohedrsl division of the
crystal systems, where the twelve crystal classes list-
ed above (with symbol P) form the hexagonal crys'
tal system, whereas the seven rhombohedral space
groups (symbol R) form the rhombohedrol crystal
system. The latter classification makes much more
sense from the standpoints of lattice symmetry and
morphology. Maybe we have gone too far along the
road that was laid down by IT(52) for us to turn back
now; maybe the nunbering of space groups, as given
in IT(52) , is now sacrosanct: to change it now would
mean the rewriting of many crystallographic
computer-programs' where symmetry is encoded to
a specific space-group number. However, such con-
siderations have not prevented changes in certain
space-group symbols, e.g., #205, Pa3 of IT(52) has
now become Pa3 in the abbreviated form; in fact,
the whole m3 class has now become n3.

Many points about the book are annoying; here
ls a partial list of some trivial and some not so trivial
complarnts:
l. Direct unit-cell vectors are now defined as (1 x 3)
row matrices. with the consequence that matrices of
transformation (Section 5, pp. ?0-79) have rows and
columns interchanged when compared to IT(52)'
Although there is an explanation for this (p' 70)' the
effect iould be disastrous for anybody casually
switching from IT(52) to IT(83) without reading in

detail the way this should be carried out. For exam-
ple, the transformation from rhombohedral to hex-
agonal is given as:

2A Y3 V3
Uvtv :
U i/, tA

2 / z U U
V3 % ilt
tA th l/t

in IT(83), p. 78
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Obviously, if what wag previously defined as a
column matrix is now a row matrix, the end result
is the same. There may be logic and reason for the
change, but old habits die hard.
2. ln a new edition, typographical errors are to be
exry{tA, and this book is no exception: e,9,, p,753,
point group 4, the indics of the tetragonal prism
are given as (hlco), (hTa), (nTa), &ka} rhis should
rad (hlc0l, @TcOr, (EW, Ghil).
3,TheclafiE (SualitfD of the printing is extrenrely
variable where the heightE are given in space-group
diagramo: e,9., 9,508, the heichts tA + , 2A - , etc,
are so faint as to be virtually illegible and certainly
cannot be photocopied. Comparable symbols for
heigilrts on p. 518 are perfectly cla.r ard very satis-
factory; why the difference?
4.Frnafiy, for $165 (U.S.), I would expe&to gd a
book with a binding th4t will last. The strip of cloth
reinforcing the binding of book to covtr ic no morc
th?n an inch wlde, far smaller than on lT(52\, and
how rrany sf tbelaftsr have disint€grat€d at the
work-bench? With a book 5090 heavier than its
predeceEsor, I would have hoped for a really strong
binding that would la* for years under laboratory
conditione. Time alone wlll tell whether or not thir

comment is fair, but my copy of IT(83) is abeady
loose in the binding after two months of reading and
use.

A generation of crystallographers grew up with
IT(35), and more than one generation withlT(52),
Just as we accepted IT(52), maybe the next genera-
tion of crystallographers will accept this magnum
opus, releritg to it and learning from it. Maybe'
but I for one will treasure my own sopy of the 1965
reprint of IT(52) and will continue to use it. The new
edition I will consider a supplement to the old, but
I would have to get used to it a lot more before con-
sidering it a rcplacr,mellit for the old.

Finally the matt€r of pricc at $165 (U.S.) [private
indivtdual price $90 (U.S.)], the book is expensive'
cloee to three times the price of Volumes II, III and
IV, which are still available. If one can make a pay-
mert in f(Sttrling), the price is about one third
cheaper than the price in $(U.S.) at pres€nt exchange
rates. Fo,r anyone intending to buy the book as a pri-
vat€ us€r, this way of reducing the price ig worth
rerrernbering, and at that pice, any reduction is
welcomet

Jan T. Szymafski
Canada Centre for Mineral and Energy Technology

COMMISSION ON ORE MICROSCOPY
Internotionol Minerologicol Associolion

r.M.A. MEETTN9S AT STAiltF0Rp 1986

CALL FOR PAPERS

The Conuniss ion.on Ore Microscopy is  organiz ing a Symposium
with in the context  of  the I .M.A.  meet ings.  Six  sessions are p lanned,
deal ing wi th ore petro logy,  genet ic  s tudies,  su l fosal ts  and p lat inum-
group minerals ,  quant ' i ta t ive ident i f icat ion,  appl icat ions of  ore
microscopy in the min ing and mineral  processing jndustr iesn and an
open session wi th emphasis on new inst rumentat ion,  inc luding the ion
microprobe and accelerator mass spectrometry. Each session wi' l l  be
introduced and chaired by an em'inent keynote speaker who wil l also
have assis ted the organizers in  select ' ing a coherent ,  topical  group

of papers. Tit ' les of contrjbuted papers should be sent to the COM
Secretary '  Dr .  B.  Cervel ' le ,  Laborato i re de Min6ralogie-Cr is ta l lo-
graphie,  Tour 16o 4 p lace Jussieu,  F-75?30 Par is  Cedex 05,  France,
by March 1985.  I t  is  in tended to publ ish selected contr ibut ions in
a specia l  issue of  an in ternat ional  journal .

B. CERVELLE

Secretary,  I .M.A. /COM
E.F.  STUMPFL

Chairman,  I .M.A. /C0M


